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Disclosure
The views expressed in these posts are those of the authors and are current only through the date stated. These views are
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New York - As interest rates have risen,

London - Developments in the
international energy market are acting
as a significant driver for shifts in
country trade balances and
movements in exchange rates for key
global currencies. Generally, net
energy importers such as the
European Union and Japan have seen
their Real Effective Exchange Rates
(REER) fall this year, whereas net
energy exporters like the U.S. have
seen an appreciating or stable REER.
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including demographic decline, high
and rising debt, deglobalization —
that have led to gro w th do wnshifting
in the mid dle of 2010s as the economy
reached mid dle income levels, a point
where all Asian tigers have seen
economic gro w th decline.

many investors have found a "safe
harbor" in o wning shorter-duration
fixed income assets. Shorter-duration
bond prices fell less when interest
rates rose, compared to longerduration bonds whose prices are
much more sensitive to interest rate
moves. While we agree that a shorter
duration strategy can be productive
when rates are rising, we believe
investors need to find efficient and
diversified ways to express this view.
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London - China faces head winds —
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Tax Deductions Remain High for Charitable Invest ors in Pooled Income Funds through Year End
By: Eileen Tam | November 1, 2022

Boston - The stale federal discount rates still in effect through the end of the year offer charitably inclined investors a rare
o p p ortunity to take advantage of still-lo w interest rates before they reset higher next year.
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Combine a Roth Conversion w ith a Charitable Giving St rategy
By: Eileen Tam | September 20, 2022

Boston - One of the most important considerations when selecting bet ween a traditional individual retirement account
(IRA) and a Roth IRA is whether an investor's tax rate will be higher or lo wer in retirement. Clients who believe their income
will be higher in the future may want to convert into a Roth IR A — but the conversion should be planned within a holistic
investment strategy.
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